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What’s possibly the most important question
to ask yourself before taking a photo?
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

A Royal in Waiting

OK, so you’ve booked the big trip and want to make sure at the end of it you have
a collection of photos you love.

PHOTO TUTORIAL

In excited anticipation, you’ve looked at a few websites to get an idea of what others
have taken, you may have purchased some new gear, or maybe you’ve done a course or
In the last hour of the last day of a two-week sub-Antarctic expedition, I was fortunate
two. You’ve practiced using your equipment so all the controls are second nature and you
enough to capture this image of a rare Southern Royal Albatross. With only 8,500
don’t have to take your eye away from the viewfinder during the action. You’ve got spare
breeding pairs left, they are now classified as vulnerable to extinction - their existence
memory cards, maybe an extra battery or two, and a spare charger. You’ve got something
being increasingly threatened by the plastic we use and the fish we buy, thousands of
to keep your equipment clean, and also something to back up your images on to.
kilometres away.
So you’re feeling pretty prepared, and in many ways you are.
One of the most important things to me about conservation and wildlife photography is the
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make sure that you get some images you’ll love?
Yes.
Stop and ask yourself ‘Why am I about to take this photo?’.

Take a second and have a think about the last photo you took. Why did you take it? Did you actually
think about why you were taking it?
If you did think about why you were taking it, did it achieve what you wanted, and if so, why?
If not, why not?
Was it taken on a mobile phone or something else, did the equipment really make a difference?
I know asking these questions may seem just too simplistic to really help, but if you’ve spent some
time thinking about this before you pick up the camera, things actually start to change. You’ll
also find that you’re better prepared to focus on (what I think anyway) is the second most important in
great photography, and that’s ‘How do I achieve this in the simplest, most effective way?’.
The number of people who give me a blank look when I ask them why they want to take a photo at a
certain time, or place, or event, is amazing. Of course they want to capture something, but why?
Now a quick word of warning. Stopping and thinking about this ‘why’ question may make the ‘how’
part much harder (and expensive), but it may also make it easier (and cheaper), or just different. Neverthe-less, I’m pretty confident that if you stop and ask ‘why’ first, you’ll be happier with the outcome.
In my experience, I’ve found that there are normally nine main reasons why people
take photos:
- as a visual diary/record for yourself and family/friends (i.e. memory shots)
- to help tell an important story
- to show off (i.e. to create a ‘wow’ photo)
- for pure joy
- as a personal challenge
- to learn to see
- to be in the moment
- to generate sales
- it’s their job
Of course these are not all mutually exclusive, and you could be taking photos for multiple
reasons, but if you start thinking about why and focusing on just one or two, it will start changing not
only what you shoot, but also when you shoot it, and maybe what equipment you use.
When I first started as a professional photographer, I went out with the approach that every photo
I took had to be technically perfect, and every photo had to be publication or print quality. I went out
with every expensive piece of kit I could carry ‘just in case’. Every photo had to be a ‘wow’ photo, and
one that someone would want to buy or publish. And whilst that sounds like a very sensible approach
for any professional photographer, the thing is, I’m not always a professional photographer, and so the
other benefits of photography were being missed.
It was rare I’d actually take a photo just for fun, or take a series of quick memory snaps, just to help
me remember the moment. Sadly (in retrospect), it wasn’t very often that I’d slow down and focus on
where I was and enjoy being in the moment - like Sean Penn in The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (link
here).
For example, if you’re about to take a photo of a loved one or a place you love, just to help
remember the moment, does it really have to be technically perfect? I’d suggest no, so why waste
your time with the technical or compositional details, when you could just take a quick snap and then
spend the rest of the time actually enjoying the moment?

This image below taken on South Georgia is one of my all time favourites. Why?

Well, it’s neither technically brilliant nor I’d say a ‘wow’ image. There are so many other photographers
like the legendary Paul Nicklen who will always take better polar photos than I ever will. But this is one
of my all time favorites as it shows the person I love most in the world (my partner Heather), in one of
the places I love most in the world (South Georgia), and Heather clearly just loving being there. Look at
the smile on her face. (She’s great at just being in the moment by the way). That’s it. It’s just a wonderful memory shot for both of us, and gives us everything we would want out of a photo like this.
Had I spent the 10 minutes trying to determine the right lens to use, or trying to get the perfect
composition, or waiting for the best light, would the shot be better? Maybe, but I certainly would have
missed being in the moment and the experience for no real benefit.
I knew even before we went out that day, that all I really wanted to do was capture a memory of our
experience together, so with this in mind all I needed to do was take a wide scenic picture with at least
one of us in it. Job done, now I could then just sit and enjoy the wonder that is South Georgia.

Now of course, the whole trip wasn’t like that, because that’s not what I do. The next day was all
about trying to take magazine quality images (I got a few), and I have to admit I don’t even remember
seeing Heather that day. I’m sure I must have, but that’s my point, I have no photos of that day with
Heather in them. But that’s OK, it was a deliberate decision about why I was taking pictures and what I
wanted to get out of them - a decision that changed not only the outcome, but also the experience.
So in my view (and I am sure many will disagree, but that’s great, it gets people talking and thinking),
if you want to make sure you get the best photos you can (or maybe even the best experience you
can), before you pick up your camera, or even decide what equipment to take with you, maybe just
slow down and ask yourself ‘why am I taking these photos?’. I promise it will make a difference.
And of course, if you’d like some technical help on taking better photos and you live in Melbourne, I do
run the occasional small workshop and one-on-one tutorial.

Just if you’re interested
I’m a conservation and wildlife photographer and have been lucky enough to have images published
by National Geographic, The New York Times, The Australian newspaper, Australian Geographic and
others.
If you’d like more information about any of the courses I offer (in Melbourne), to read any of my tutorials, or even take a closer look at some of my images, please visit www.gimesy.com.
You can also see my pictures on Instagram (doug_gimesy) and Facebook (Doug Gimesy
Photography).

